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The exercise you have to do is this. Chin in, this index finger you do this. Chin in, spine straight and you will 
chant. It will be difficult. I don't know how you will sound. Chin in, chest out, lock your chin. If you practice 
few practices with this chakra your whole life can change. You don't have to go to a nirvana and a reborn for 
it. It is because you must understand. Every your projection is automatically involved with fifth chakra. So if 
you understand the basic importance of it you understand it all together. Try it, exactly in eleven minutes 
we wild let you know trhat it can do for you. Experiment A. No not this way. Put your chin in. Not like this, 
like this. There is be totally these two muscles will be straighted up, up tight. That means parathyroid and 

thyroid will be totally brought into a lock. That is what it will be. 
Play. (Humee hum brahm hum is played Must understand when you 
speak with this lock it will be spoken with the root of the tongue. 
You can't use the tip. It will be a pressure right here. So try to 
understand the beauty of it and that stimulation will go. You have  ?       
your link with spine. This is how the posture will look like. Normally 
you talk bent forward. You talk about eighty degrees normally. In this 
you won't talk like that. This is how it will be. You will go absolutely 
to a perpendicular angle. It will work miracles if you do that. But if 
you bend forward or bend down like this or relax your neck like this, 
normally we talk like that. That is not. You have to apply the 
"jaladarbhand", the neck lock. And then you will speak. (Meditation 
begins again.) 
 Relax. I went into a deep lock myself. But anyway. So long 
you live this fifth center, fifth chakra is involved. Sometimes you talk 

voluntarily. Sometime there are involuntary nerves which talk also. But to remain young, young in spirit and 
young in looks, 11 minutes of jalandarbhand, 11 minutes of this lock can work it out everyday. It takes about 
18 months to practice it, minimum. Jalandarbhand is not easy. And there is no miracle about it. The posture 
is exactly the way it is. Your neck will become so steel like in the back, chin in, your body will raise. You 
have no weight on the back on the base that is the posture. If you do it eleven minutes a day you will be 
surprised what change it brings in you. 11 minutes is not a difficult process. 11 minutes a day for eighteen 
months. If you expect the result in a day or two it is not going to happen. It is a consistent, constant process 
to develop. Tomorrow we will talk at length about it and practice it. Now just now just roll your tongue. 
Take your shoulders and roll your shoulders. That is a ????. Roll your shoulders and roll your neck. Almonds 
is the diet of this chakra. Almonds. Ear, nose and throat. ENT. They call it "badam". "Badam" means which 
takes away the mucous of the body. Almonds. "Bad" means mucous. "Am" means which removes. Its name of 
this almond is in the auryvedic "badam". "Bad, badi, bad, am" means no. People who take five almonds, soak 
them at night. In the morning they remove the skin and then grind it to absolute paste within your mouth. 
Don't swallow till it is absolutely your tongue feels it is all pasted and then swallow it. Do it for forty days. 
Five, not more. Don't go crazy. This is easy. Five almonds, takes about thirty minutes to forty five minutes to 
get pasted by the mouth. Try it. The most difficult thing to do because you are making something out of 
something which is ordinary almonds but when they are chewed by the mouth, the saliva, the almonds taste 
changes and its potency changes. It is just like a homeopathic medicine. And yo can test it. There is a 
measurement in your tongue. You touch the upper palate with the tongue, if there is anything you feel hard, 
glandular, it is not done yet. It is very funny. And when you do finish you swallow it. You will be shocked 
what a powerful medicine is that. ENT. Eyes, nose and throat. Best thing for it. Five almonds, soak them at 
night, pick them in the morning, put them in your mouth and chew them. They will become paste in your 
mouth and then swallow. Eleven minutes of jalandarbhand, eleven minutes can totally change you looks. It 
is tense eleven minutes. I understand. Because moment you get into a jalandarbhand, this arm this nerve 
right from the deltoid down to everything will be pulled. And moment you get into this your upper body 
will be separate from the lower. Your energy flow will be totally different. It is a hidden secret of youth. You 
might feel people who are about ninety years old they look like babies. They practice this. I have met myself 
a man hundred and six, seven year old he was then by age, he looked like sixteen, seventeen year old boy. He 
has perfected this posture. So basic power and this chakra fifth involves with everything from your going to 
bathroom, your sex, your balance in life, your commotion, feeling, your speaking, talking, your thinking and 
intuition and your total personality. We will discuss tomorrow the fifth center and its relationship with the 
fourth and the sixth. 

 



     Now let us pray for our people. There is a ray of hope that there shall be peace but I don't think so. We 
have tested our air power, we have not tested yet our navel and ground power. How can we do a whole 
thing and in the middle say peace. It is not Bush policy. Let us pray. Prayer is powerful. God knows it can 
change Bush heart. Now the guy is willing to get out of Kuwait, yes or no. They want him, he should get out 
of Kuwait and get out of Iran too. They don't want any part of him. That is the faculty of difficulty but let us 
pray for all those men who are facing. Pray the way you feel fit. Please (Ang sang wahe guru tape is played).  
May the long time sun shine upon you..... 
     Our prayer is Lord, give us the strength to bring peace home, peace to all those who are facing death at 
this time. May they leave their body in absolute peace and tranquility. Give strength to those who in call of 
duty have sacrificed themself to be somewhere way  way away from home and those who are defending their 
home. Everything what is happening. All things come from God and all things go to God. It is our prayer 
that humanity must have peace and peace may rule and the divinity of peace may touch every heart. Sat 
Nam. Well we will meet tomorrow again. 
 


